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Presentation Notes
0.0.2 Blue-crowned Laughing Thrush fledglings hatched this summer at NCZOO.Contact info:Keeper 2 Kim Allen  kim.moses@nczoo.orgKeeper 1 Steph Krueger  stephanie.krueger@nczoo.org



Species that have bred  
at NC Zoo 

•African Pygmy Goose 
•Blue-crowned Hanging Parrot 
•Crested Wood Partridge 
•Green Woodhoopoe 
•Hottentot Teal 
•Nicobar Pigeon 
•Sunbittern 
•Victoria-crowned Pigeon 
•Wattled Cranes 
•White-winged Wood Duck 
 
 
 
 

Amethyst Starling 
Bali Mynah 
Blue-crowned Laughing Thrush 
Blue-grey Tanager 
Common (white-rumped)  Shama Thrush 
Fairy Bluebird 
Golden Crested Mynah 
Golden-headed Manakin 
Golden White-eye 
Hooded Pitta 
Lesser Green Broadbill 
Pekin Robin (Red-billed Leiothrix) 
Red-capped Cardinal 
Red-faced Liocichla 
Snowy-headed Robin Chat 
Turquoise Tanager 
Yellow-rumped Cacique 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a list of species that have bred at our Zoo.  Notice the passerine species are on the left and in bold. Photo of Blue-crowned Laughing Thrush



• Opened in 1982 
• 400,000 cu ft2 

• 138’ Diameter 
• 55’ High 
• ~35 Species 
• ~110 Birds 
• 2000 Plants 

NC ZOO AVIARY 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Half a geodesic dome, constructed of plexiglass with a concrete base and no floor.Temp controlled by a recirculating air system and humidity controlled by daily watering of plants (plant transpiration)400,000 cubic square feet of interior space16,000 square feet of floor space55’ height / 144’ diameter6000 square feet of planters with over 2000 plants/trees14 Species are set up to breed out in the Aviary



Presenter
Presentation Notes
View that visitors see when they first walk into the Aviary Exhibit



Presenter
Presentation Notes
View from the top



Natural Habitat 

• Ficus trees 
• Macadamia nut tree 
• Caricature plant 
• Banyan tree 
• Flame vine 
• Guyana chestnut tree 
• Stilt root palm 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our exhibit provides a place for birds to forage, fly, roost and provide a variety of places to nestThe slide is a list of some trees our birds have nested in.  They have nest anywhere from 3’-30’ from the ground.More examples:Brazilian Grape plantBougainvilleaFishtail Palm



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brush cherry, lady palms,  large ficus tree (original to exhibit, many birds nest in our ficus trees,) small trees close to visitor pathway



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Guyana chestnut where our Yellow-rumped Caciques nest.  Arrow pointing to nest.  Stilt root palm- arrows indicate where Common Shama Thrush nested two times this year. 



Birds use materials 
found in exhibit to build 

nests 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most birds will use a combination of palm trunk fibers and dead leaves.  Some also use shredded palm fronds, sticks, and spider webs.  We do not put out any nest materials in the exhibit.Pictured here: lady palms and their fibrous trunks, banana palms and close up of base, areca palms.



Problems we have had in the past 
with letting birds nest in our large  

free flight aviary 

• Dietary concerns 
 

• Parasites 
 

• Allowing chicks to fledge in exhibit 
 

• Moving nest too close to fledge date 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The following slides go into more detail



Diet 

• Unlimited waxworms 
 

• Insect diet 
 

• Supplements 
 

• Ingredient change 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Diet change has been an ongoing process for the past few years.We were offering the families unlimited waxworms.  We came to the realization, that although it was the favorite feed item by far, that unlimited waxworms were not good for the parents or the chicks.  The low nutrient value of waxworms and the amount the parents were feeding were probably the leading causes of metabolic bone diseases in our chicks. We were seeing rubbery bones and bills.  We decided to limit waxworms to 20 worms per day, per family, no matter what the size was.  We also were gut-loading our insects with  Mazuri gamebird pellet.  We switched over to the Mazuri hi-calcium cricket diet and started feeding it to our crickets, mealworms and superworms.  Calcium carbonate was also added- dusting insects in the AM only.We were offering Ziegler Bird of Paradise diet as the pelleted portion of our food, but we found the birds were not eating it well, therefore not consuming a complete and rounded diet.  We switched to the nutritionally complete Marion red apple pellet, which many passerines readily accepted as part of their diet and they eat it very well.



Parasites 

• Parents parasite load 
 

• Nematodes 
 

• Prophylactic treatment 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, we were seeing some parasites show up on the routine fecal samples of adult passerines in our collection.  Then, we were finding high levels of nematodes during the necropsy of  some of our deceased chicks and fledglings.  This led us to sit down with the veterinarians and create a prophylactic, bi-annual, deworming treatment protocol using fenbendazole.  Vets suggested fenbendazole because of the broad spectrum of parasitic worms it treated. We treated with 2 rounds of a 3 dose treatment, each 12 days apart.  This would ensure we killed all worms past egg stage, and then 12 days later any newly hatched worms.Targeting birds in our large exhibit is somewhat of a challenge.  We are able to treat about 85% of the breeding pairs in the aviary.  We are only able to treat about 50% of all of the birds housed in the aviary.  Some of the less timid birds have been conditioned to come to path and accept medicated waxworms tossed to them.  Some will even catch in the air!Birds housed at our propagation center are much easier to target.



• Dangers: 
-  Pool 
–Visitors 
–Small crevices/stuck in    
 plants 
–Other species interfering 
–Parents uncomfortable 
 going to ground 

 
 

Fledging in exhibit 
 

Led to high mortality in fledglings 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most passerine chicks fledge from the nest unable to fly well and have clumsy landings.   They tend to fall from the tree and perch low, or even end up on the ground. (And sometimes far from the nest).  We would let the chicks fledge in the exhibit and more often than not, they ended up in danger somewhere.  �Dangers include the large central pool, visitors, small crevices, and other species that may be curious.  Also, parents may be uncomfortable going to ground to care for fledglings.  This led to high chick mortality.



Moving nest too close to fledge 
date 

 
• Fledging early 

 
• Two stressful events in a short period of 

time (Move and fledge) 
 

• Led to high chick mortality 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To eliminate the fledglings from encountering these dangers, we decided to move the chicks while still in the nest and parents, to one of our trap cages before the chicks fledged.  Once in the trap cages, the families were contained, and chicks were able to fledge out in a safe environment.   The parents were then able to rear their young safely and with less distractions and stressors.The problem with what we used to do, is that we would move the chicks and nest too close to their fledge date. (Usually only 1-2 days before estimated fledge.)  There was high level of disturbance to the nest involved in the move and also parents showed signs of stress.  This led to force fledging of chicks more often than not. 



Pekin Robin Nesting Event 

• Monitoring nesting 
events by close 
observation of nest 
construction, 
incubation, and 
suspected hatches 
within the exhibit. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Monitoring nesting events by close observation of nest construction, incubation, and suspected hatches within the exhibit.



Pekin Robin Nesting Event 

• Relocate Family to 
Trap Cage 5 Days 
After Hatch 
– Trap Adults First 
– Cut Down Nest With 

Chicks and Relocate 
to Trap Cage with 
Adults 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example of nesting event:  Pekin RobinRelocated Nest to Trap Cage 5 Days After Hatch (number may change depending on species)	Why Day 5?	-Parents are bonded to nest/chicks	-Chicks still young enough that likelihood of forced fledge low (due to little feather development at this point-wing feathers/feather tracts/etc. just starting to emerge)The Process:-Trap adults first thing in the morning before AM diets are put out-Cut down nest with chicks and relocate to trap cage with adults-Keepers move nest if nest is easily accessible-Arbor cuts down nest if nest is too high/difficult -Nest is secured to perching in the trap cage -Palm fronds or other material is added to top of trap to shade the nest Of note, our trap cages are roughly 7’x7’x7’ and made out of soft mesh



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our arbor crew climbing tree to cut down nest.



Pekin Robin Nesting Event 

• If Nest Not 
Accessible, Chicks 
Allowed to Fledge Out 
on Exhibit 
– Place Fledglings in 

Small Mesh Cage 
– Trapping Parents 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If Nest Not Accessible, Chicks Allowed to Fledge Out On Exhibit (because we have no choice!)The Process:-Fledgling placed in small mesh cage with carpet and low perching	Can use small mesh cage as a ‘mini’ trap cage by rigging the door with a pull line. Occasionally parents can be lured and trapped in the mesh cage	If trapping in the mesh cage is not an option or doesn’t work, mesh cage can be zipped closed and moved in small steps across exhibit and into a larger trap cage (sometimes takes 15 mins. And sometimes takes several hours or all day, so will need to supplement chicks in the mesh cage and monitor their stress level (capture myopathy phenomenon)Multiple chick clutches:Mesh cage can be used to contain one fledgling while we wait for remaining chick(s) to fledge from nest.  Fledgling is “safe” but parents still have access.  Once all chicks fledge, family can be moved to trap cage.Of note, this smaller mesh cage is roughly 4’x4’x2’ and made out of soft mesh



Pekin Robin Nesting Event 

• Pekin Robin Family 
Diet 
– Marion Red Apple 

Paradise Pellet  
– Mazuri Bird Gel 
– Mazuri Small Bird 

Particle Breeder 
– Fruit and Veg Mix 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-Monitor and control diet consumption and proportions



Pekin Robin Nesting Event 

• Pekin Robin Family 
Diet: Protein 
– Headless Male Crickets 
– Pinkie Pieces 
– Unlimited mealworms 
– Limited waxworms and 

superworms 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example of Nesting Event: Pekin RobinPekin Robin Family DietInsects:	-Headless Crickets	     -Why Headless? Some of our birds will only feed crickets to their chicks if they are offered without heads. We offer with and without heads to see if there is a preference.	     -Why Male? Male crickets are generally smaller than females and do not have ovipositors, so easier for adults to feed out. 		-Pinkie Pieces- Half of mouse pinkie cut into two or three pieces. Offered AM and PM if birds feed them out. If not utilized, discontinued.	-Unlimited mealworms	-Limited waxworms- (Waxworms injected with water to aid in chick hydration)	-Limited superworms	     -Only some of our Pekin Robin Families fed super worms. 	-Preferred items are: waxworms, mealworm, crickets, and paradise pellet



Pekin Robin Nesting Event 

• Family Moved to 
Avian Propagation 

   11 Days After Chicks 
Fledge 

• At Prop, Juveniles 
Weaned and 
Separated From 
Adults 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example of Nesting Event: Pekin RobinFamily moved to Avian Propagation 5’x10’ flight 11 days after fledge	Why 11 days? Our “Magic Number”	-Moving families early seemed to caused too much stress on all family members and resulted in more frequent juvenile deathsJuveniles weaned and separated from Adults	-Once juveniles observed eating diet on their own, family is given access to adjacent 5’ flight and given an additional diet.	-When juveniles are observed self-feeding, the juveniles are shut into flight adjacent to adults. Parents may still be observed feeding juveniles, but as long as juveniles are seen collecting some of their own food items, we try to separate. Juveniles remain by parents for several days to confirm continued self feeding, then juveniles can be relocated to other part of building to begin introduction to mixed flight. 	-For Pekin Robins, juveniles are typically weaned and separated from parents 35-40 days after hatch



Avian Propagation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
**Above is the concept blueprint for the Avian Propagation building. The actual south wing of the building has 6 less flights than depicted aboveBuilding Opened: 1998Dimensions:South “Wing” 60’ longNorth “Wing” 80’ longBuilding overall has roughly 5000 square of enclosure space including inside and outside enclosures.



Avian Propagation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Built in a remote location of the zoo and surrounded by woods, so very quiet, etc.Lights/timers (aisle lights controlled by us and computer controlled lights above enclosures mimic EST light cycles, throughout the year)Winter temp settings/heat lamps and outdoor access protocol + summer temps/ceiling fans/no exhaust fans used (due to noise)Humidity through plant transpiration or natural NC spring/summer weather conditionsAll flights have outdoor accessNatural/live trees and perching inside and outOutdoor mister systemMany successful Pekin Robin, Red-faced Liocichla, Golden White-eye, and Turquoise Tanager nesting eventsSliding doors between flights



 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Outside flights at Avian Propagation



Avian Propagation 

• Nesting Materials 
Offered 
– Raffia 
– Palm Stalks with 

Fibers  
– Grassy Goodnight 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Palm trunks taken from aviary-try to create suitable breeding environments similar to what we see species do in the Aviary-provide privacy for elusive species (shade cloth)-provide flowing/moving water for species whom might be stimulated by water sounds or rainfall (LGB, GOWE), in addition to misting enclosures, daily (or sometimes several times a day)



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Red-faced Liocichla nest made out of raffia



Red-faced Liocichla 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If we see any juveniles that have failed to thrive, before the next nesting event our veterinary staff will inject the female with vitamins A, B complex, and D.  This has shown vast improvement in overall chick health.



Golden-headed 
Manakin 



Golden White-eye 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pair nested successfully out in exhibit.  



Yellow-rumped Cacique 



Golden-crested Mynah 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Provided them with a nest box, they chose a previously used Yellow-rumped Cacique nest



Fairy Bluebird 



Success! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Combination of:Moving nests earlierProphylactic dewormer treatmentDiet changesHas made for several successful breeding seasons here at NC Zoo
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